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Abstract

This  paper  investigates  the  curious  confluence  of
genetically  modified  soybeans  in  Arkansas  and  Google
searches for the query "how to hide a body." By delving
into  USDA data  on  GMO soybean  usage  and  utilizing
Google Trends to analyze the search patterns, we reveal a
startling  correlation  coefficient  of  0.8633205  and
statistical significance with p < 0.01 from 2004 to 2022.
These findings shed light on the unexpected and, dare I
say,  macabre  intersection  of  agricultural  practices  and,
shall we say, less savory intentions. Our research offers a
lighthearted  yet  thought-provoking  exploration  of  the
possible,  albeit  improbable,  link between biotechnology
in farming and, well, criminal curiosity. The implications
of  this  study  extend  not  only  to  the  agricultural  and
forensic fields but also to the public's appetite for peculiar
juxtapositions  and,  dare  I  say,  conspiratorial
contemplations.

1. Introduction

As the age-old saying goes, "behind every bushel of
soybeans lies a heap of unexpected intrigue." Okay,
that may not be a traditional proverb, but it certainly
captures the essence of the startling correlation we
are about to unravel in this study. The coalescence of
genetically  modified  organisms  (GMOs)  in
agriculture  and,  shall  we  say,  less  garden-variety
internet searches has piqued our interest, to say the
least. When one thinks of GMO soybeans, images of
scientific innovation and heightened yields come to
mind  –  burying  the  proverbial  hatchet  with
conventional  agriculture,  so  to  speak.  Conversely,
pondering the query "how to hide a body" conjures a
significantly  darker  tableau  of,  dare  I  say,
clandestine activities.

This  enigmatic  juxtaposition  has  led  us  down  a
curious rabbit hole of data analysis, where statistics
and suspicion dance an unsuspecting pas de deux.
Our aim? To unlock the cryptic connection between
these seemingly disparate domains and witness the
synergistic ballet unfold before our very eyes.

The stage is set with the advent of GMO soybeans
creeping  across  the  agricultural  landscape,  casting
shadows both literal and figurative. Meanwhile, the
rise  of  the  internet  as  a  repository  of  knowledge,
inquiries,  and,  yes,  the  occasional  suspicious
searches, has intertwined with the fabric of modern
society. Leveraging the treasure trove of data from
the  United  States  Department  of  Agriculture
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(USDA) on the adoption of GMO soybeans and the
patterns of human curiosity encapsulated by Google
Trends,  our  relentless  pursuit  of  knowledge  has
culminated in the unearthing – no pun intended – of
a  correlation  coefficient  that  demands
acknowledgement.

This  paper  treads  the  line  between  whimsical
wonder and serious scrutiny, presenting our findings
with both scientific rigor and a touch of mischievous
amusement.  Our  intent  is  not  to  sow  seeds  of
irrational fear,  for  that would, in all  likelihood,  be
unpalatable.  Instead,  we wish to shed light  on the
extraordinary confluence of  agricultural  innovation
and, shall we say, more sinister thoughts that have
permeated the marrow of modern society. And who
knows, perhaps in the process, we will stumble upon
the grain of truth that eludes us.

So, with our feet firmly planted in the fertile soil of
research  and  our  eyes  peeled  for  any  signs  of
trouble,  we  invite  you to join  us  on this  thought-
provoking  journey  through  the  labyrinthine
crossroads of genetically modified grains and digital
esoterica. Sit back, relax, and prepare to witness the
improbable  fruits  of  our  labor  – or  perhaps,  more
fittingly, the unexpected yields of our data.

2. Literature Review

To  delve  into  the  curious  correlation  between
genetically modified soybeans and Google searches
for  "how to hide a  body,"  we turn to  the  existing
literature  on  GMO  adoption  and  its  societal
implications. Smith and colleagues (2015) note the
steady  increase  in  GMO  soybean  cultivation,
highlighting the agricultural and economic benefits.
In  "The  Economics  of  GMOs,"  Doe  (2018)  aptly
examines  the  impacts  of  biotechnology  on
agricultural productivity and profitability, offering a
comprehensive  understanding  of  the  subject.
Building upon this foundation, Jones (2020) delves
deeper  into  the  environmental  repercussions  of
GMO  soybeans  in  "Sustainable  Agriculture:  A
Comprehensive  Analysis,"  shedding  light  on  the
ecological implications of genetic modification.

As we navigate through this scholarly landscape, it
is  vital  to  acknowledge  the  significance  of  public
perception and, dare I say, peculiar predilections. In

"The  Psychology  of  Agricultural  Innovation"  by
Lorem and Ipsum (2017), the authors elucidate the
intricate interplay between scientific advancements
and  societal  attitudes,  hinting  at  the  potential  for
unexpected  ramifications.  Meanwhile,  in
"Biotechnology and Society: A Modern Nexus" by
Ipsum  (2019),  the  ethical  dimensions  of  GMO
adoption  are  brought  to  the  forefront,  prompting
contemplation on the broader societal implications.

Steering into less conventional territory, the fictional
realm  presents  us  with  intriguing  narratives  that,
albeit  tangential,  offer  striking  parallels  to  our
inexplicable intersection. "The Soybean Conspiracy"
by  John  Doe  (2021)  may  seem  like  a  work  of
speculative fiction, but its exploration of clandestine
agricultural  endeavors  leaves  a  tingling  sensation
akin  to  our  research  inquiries.  Similarly,  in  the
classic  mystery  novel  "Murder  in  the  Monsanto
Manor" by Jane Smith (1985), the entanglement of
GMO soybeans and enigmatic disappearances brings
an uncanny resonance to our own investigation.

And, of course, we cannot ignore the digital domain,
where  internet  memes  playfully  taunt  our  pursuit.
The ubiquitous "Soy Boy" meme, while ostensibly
unrelated,  serves as a tongue-in-cheek reminder of
the  quirks  and  idiosyncrasies  that  permeate  the
cultural  consciousness.  Furthermore,  the  meme
"Hide  the  Pain  Harold,"  with  its  wry  smile
concealing  an  enigma,  manages  to  capture  the
essence  of  our  endeavor  –  to  uncover  the  buried
truths beneath a facade of lightheartedness.

In the pursuit of knowledge, it is crucial to embrace
lightheartedness, even in the face of the macabre. As
we  weave  through  the  academic  literature  and
whimsical  allusions,  the  stage  is  set  for  our  own
exploration of the improbable and the inconceivable.
So, with a tinge of academic earnestness and a dash
of  whimsy,  we  embark  on  this  rollicking  odyssey
through the quirky corridors of GMO soybeans and,
shall we say, curious curiosities.

3. Methodology

To unravel  the  perplexing  correlation  between the
cultivation of genetically modified soybeans and the
online  curiosity  about  body  concealment,  our
research team embarked on a  journey that  was as
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convoluted  as  it  was  compelling  -  much  like  a
complex  genetic  code.  We collected  and analyzed
data from multiple sources, primarily drawing from
the  United  States  Department  of  Agriculture
(USDA)  for  comprehensive  information  on  the
adoption  and  proliferation  of  GMO  soybeans  in
Arkansas from 2004 to 2022. 

The  first  step  in  our  investigation  involved  the
meticulous  mapping  of  the  spatial  and  temporal
distribution  of  GMO  soybean  cultivation.  We
employed  GIS  (Genetically  Ingenious  Sowing)
software  to  visualize  the  dispersion  of  GMO
soybean fields, akin to an otherworldly constellation
of crops across the canvas of Arkansas. Our research
assistants,  armed with bags of soybeans and high-
resolution  satellite  imagery,  meticulously  scoured
the farmlands, navigating through the soybean maze
in search of the holy grail  of genetically modified
legumes.

Simultaneously,  we  delved  into  the  seemingly
infinite,  yet  slightly  less  verdant,  digital  domain
using  the  Google  Trends  platform  to  track  the
frequency  and  intensity  of  searches  related  to  the
concealment of bodies. Our team, resembling cyber-
sleuths  on the  hunt  for  virtual  clues,  meticulously
combed  through  keyword  data,  unraveling  the
enigmatic pattern of searches to unveil the peaks and
troughs  of  public  interest  in,  shall  we  say,
unconventional topics. 

Our methodological odyssey, not unlike the growth
of a genetically modified organism, was a fusion of
seemingly  disparate  elements  –  from  crunching
numbers  to  decoding  search  behavior,  and  yes,
occasionally  scratching  our  heads  in  bemusement.
We  employed  statistical  methods  ranging  from
simple correlations to more sophisticated time series
analyses,  seeking  to  apprehend  the  elusive
relationship  between  GMO soybean  adoption  and,
well,  the  public’s  musings  on  less-than-savory
activities. 

Furthermore,  we  conducted  a  rigorous  temporal
analysis to ascertain the co-occurrence of peaks in
GMO soybean cultivation and the upward surge in
searches related to body concealment. This entailed
employing  time-series  modeling  techniques  to
scrutinize the ebb and flow of both phenomena, akin
to  unraveling  the  cryptic  cadence  of  a  Metabolic

Organic  Groove  (MOG)  -  our  tongue-in-cheek
acronym  for  the  synergy  between  farming  and
forensic inclinations.

Lastly,  having  sifted  through  mountains  of  data
teeming  with  soybeans  and  search  queries,  we
employed robust statistical measures to calculate the
correlation coefficient and establish the significance
of  the  association.  Our  toil  culminated  in  the
unveiling of a correlation coefficient  of 0.8633205
and statistical significance with p < 0.01, confirming
the unlikely alliance between GMO soybeans and,
dare we say, rather peculiar internet inquiries.

In  summary,  our  methodology  involved  a
harmonious yet intricate dance between agricultural
insights  and  digital  voyeurism,  uncovering  the
peculiar marriage of genetically modified grains and,
well,  search  queries  that  diverge  from  the
mainstream.  Our  analysis,  though  suffused  with
sprinkles of whimsy, was underpinned by the creed
of  scientific  inquiry  and  meticulous  scrutiny,
ensuring  that  the  laughter  was  just  as  carefully
measured as the data.

4. Results

The  thorough  examination  of  data  gleaned  from
USDA records and Google Trends has unearthed a
correlation  coefficient  of  0.8633205,  with  an  r-
squared value of 0.7453223,  and a p-value of less
than  0.01  between  the  adoption  of  genetically
modified soybeans in Arkansas and the frequency of
Google searches for "how to hide a body" from 2004
to  2022.  This  finding  elucidates  a  conspicuous
linkage between agricultural  practices and a rather
peculiar predilection for clandestine inquiries. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the striking correlation between the
two  variables,  showcasing  the  undeniable  synergy
that exists between the utilization of GMO soybeans
and the public's interest in, well,  less conventional
topics. It's as if the GMO soybeans and the queries
about  body  concealment  have  formed  a  mutually
beneficial partnership, like... dare I say, a deadly duo
in the quest for attention.

These results not only raise eyebrows but also offer
a  dose  of  levity  to  the  often  staid  world  of
agricultural  and  internet  research.  The  sinister
synergy between biotechnology and,  shall  we  say,
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more obscure musings presents an intriguing avenue
for further exploration, albeit one that may prompt
the occasional raised eyebrow or nervous chuckle. It
appears  that  the  tendrils  of  agricultural  innovation
have  unexpectedly  intertwined  with  the  darker
recesses of online curiosity – a case of, shall we say,
genetic variant and query divergent evolution.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In summary, the unexpected correlation between the
adoption  of  GMO  soybeans  and  the  incidence  of
Google searches for "how to hide a body" challenges
the conventional boundaries of research, blurring the
line  between  what  is  expected  and  what  is,  well,
rather unexpected. These results not only underscore
the need for continued investigation but also serve as
a friendly reminder that the mysteries of science and
curiosity are intertwined in, shall we say, unexpected
ways.

5. Discussion

The results of our study have unearthed a connection
that is, dare I say, more intriguing than a suspense
novel - a correlation coefficient of 0.8633205 and a
p-value of less than 0.01 between the adoption of
genetically modified soybeans in Arkansas and the
frequency  of  Google  searches  for  "how to  hide  a
body"  from  2004  to  2022.  We  have  tentatively
named this correlation the "GMO gory" effect, as it
sheds light on a rather unexpected synergy between
agricultural  practices  and,  well,  less  conventional
online inquiries. This finding amplifies the chorus of
peculiar  predilections  we  stumbled  upon  in  our
literature review. Smith and colleagues (2015) may
have  initially  extolled  the  agricultural  benefits  of

GMO soybeans, but little did they know that their
research would unknowingly  plant  the  seeds  of  a,
shall  we say,  curious investigation.  It  appears  that
reality has indeed surpassed the fictional  works of
John Doe (2021) and Jane Smith (1985),  bringing
forth a striking parallel between their narratives and
our own inexplicable intersection. 

The statistical significance of our findings serves as
a  lighthearted  yet  thought-provoking  validation  of
the  unconventional  correlations  hinted  at  in  the
digital  domain,  from the  "Soy  Boy"  meme  to  the
enigmatic  "Hide  the  Pain  Harold."  Indeed,  as  we
navigate  this  scholarly  landscape  and  whimsical
allusions,  it  seems  we  have  stumbled  upon  the
buried  truths  beneath  a  veritable  facade  of
lightheartedness.  The  unexpected  correlation
between  the  adoption  of  GMO  soybeans  and  the
incidence  of  Google  searches  for  "how to  hide  a
body"  challenges  the  conventional  boundaries  of
research, blurring the line between what is expected
and what is, well, rather unexpected. These results
not  only  underscore  the  need  for  continued
investigation but  also serve as a friendly reminder
that  the  mysteries  of  science  and  curiosity  are
intertwined in, shall we say, unexpected ways.

We have laid the groundwork for a riveting, albeit
unexpected,  avenue  of  exploration  that  not  only
challenges traditional scientific boundaries but also
offers a dash of whimsy to the often staid world of
agricultural and internet research. Our findings hint
at  the  possibility  of  clandestine  curiosities  lurking
beneath  the  unassuming  veneer  of  agricultural
innovation.  It's  as  if  the  GMO  soybeans  and  the
queries about  body concealment are engaging in a
covert dance, a mutation of interests that transcends
the  ordinary  confines  of  societal  inquiries.  As  we
tread  this  peculiar  path with academic earnestness
and a dash of whimsy, we are reminded that science
and its profound questions often reveal, shall we say,
unexpected truths.

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  research  delves  into  the
improbable  yet  captivating  association  between
genetically  modified  soybeans  in  Arkansas  and
Google  searches  for  "how  to  hide  a  body."  The
correlation  coefficient  of  0.8633205 and statistical
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significance with p < 0.01 from 2004 to 2022 reveal
a  mysterious  interplay  between  agricultural
biotechnology  and,  shall  we  say,  less  savory
predilections. It's as if the soybeans and the search
queries  have  formed  an  unexpected  alliance,
reminiscent of an entangled genetic vine and a rather
peculiar internet wormhole.

Our  findings  not  only  highlight  the  potential  for
unexpected associations but also provide a touch of
amusement  to  the  otherwise  serious  realms  of
agricultural  and  internet  research.  The  synergy
between  agricultural  innovation  and,  dare  I  say,
clandestine curiosity opens a door to, let's admit it,
wildly  entertaining  speculation.  It's  like  stumbling
upon a statistical quirk that not only raises eyebrows
but also prompts the occasional sly grin.

While  the  results  invite  further  contemplation,  we
are  compelled to  assert  that  no further  research is
needed  in  this  area.  It  seems  that,  for  now,  this
peculiar correlation will remain cloaked in mystery
and  amusement,  leaving  us  to  ponder  the  quirky
coalescence  of  science  and,  shall  we  say,  more
unsavory aspects of human inquisitiveness. And on
that  note,  we  bid  adieu  to  this  intriguing  line  of
investigation,  leaving  it  to  the  annals  of  scientific
enigma and, dare I say, delightful conjecture.
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